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Detection of paternally inherited fetal point mutations for b-thalassemia
in maternal plasma using simple fetal DNA enrichment protocol with or
without whole genome amplification: an accuracy assessment

Mahboubeh Ramezanzadeh1, Mansour Salehi1, Ziba Farajzadegan2, Sara Kamali1, and Rasoul Salehi1

1Department of Genetics and Molecular Biology, School of Medicine, Isfahan University of Medical Sciences, Isfahan, Iran and 2Department of
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Abstract

Objective: To design and evaluate a noninvasive protocol for prenatal diagnosis (PND) of
b-thalassemia, using cell free fetal DNA (cff-DNA) in maternal circulation. Traditional current
PND which is mainly based on chorionic villous sampling (CVS), amplification refractory
mutation system and sequencing holds as gold standard.
Methods: Ten thalassemia trait couples with distinct mutations for the husband and wife were
included in this study. The mutations in carrier fathers were IVSI-1, IVSI-5, FR8/9 and CD44. After
maternal plasma isolation and free DNA extraction, all samples subjected to designed protocol
including DNA size separation on agarose gel, elution of DNA from the gel slices using a simple
and efficient manual purification method, with or without whole genome amplification and the
detection method was allele-specific real-time PCR.
Results: Presence or absence of the paternal mutant allele was correctly determined in all of
cases and the accuracy of designed protocol was determined 100%.
Conclusions: The protocol described here is very simple, inexpensive and easy to perform, but
with satisfactory accuracy in detection of paternal mutations in cff-DNA. Due to the risk of fetal
loss with current invasive sampling for PND, a noninvasive alternative is highly demanded in
clinical setting.
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Introduction

Thalassemia is the most prevalent single gene disorder

worldwide. Widespread and clinical severity of thalassemia

major and huge socio-economic burden imposed to countries

with high prevalence of the disease prompted the develop-

ment of various preventive programs with prenatal diagnosis

(PND) remains as an essential component of all [1]. Fetal

sampling is a main prerequisite of PND, which is routinely

practiced through any one of the two invasive sampling

techniques, amniocentesis or chorionic villous sampling

(CVS). Miscarriage risk of about 1% and other maternal

and fetal complications have been reported related to these

invasive procedures [2]. In the case of monogenic disorders,

such as thalassemia, carrier couples are usually referred for

PND to avoid birth of affected fetus. Thalassemia being an

autosomal recessive trait, obviously 75% of pregnancies

would emerge as unaffected but still should undergo invasive

procedure with broad hazardous consequences. Ideally, there

should be a mild, noninvasive and tolerable simple and

uncomplicated screening procedures to exclude patients for

whom invasive fetal sampling is not necessary [3]. Cell free

fetal DNA (cff-DNA) represents extracellular DNA, which

can be detected in maternal peripheral blood as early as18

days following embryo transfer in in vitro fertilization

pregnancies [4]. It is cleared from maternal circulation

shortly after delivery [5]. This cff-DNA in maternal circula-

tion is determined as a suitable platform for PND more or less

in a way we use genomic DNA. However, the proportion of

cff-DNA is very low (�19%) and represents a minor fraction

of the total amount of free DNA in maternal circulation [6]. It

is now believed that cff-DNA is derived from syncytiotro-

phoblasts undergoing apoptosis and is, therefore, highly

fragmented [7,8]. The average size range of cff-DNA reported

to be less than 300 bp, in contrast to the maternal cf-DNA

fragments, which are considerably larger [9].The small

amount of cff-DNA in maternal blood and its co-existence

with maternal free DNA represents the two major limitations

for the use of cff-DNA for diagnosis. Therefore, researchers

employed much effort to find suitable and effective methods

for cff-DNA enrichment, in order to increase its relative

proportion to the larger maternal background fraction [10].

The methods so far adopted for this purpose are agarose gel

electrophoresis of total extracted cell free DNA (cf-DNA)
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from maternal serum or plasma to select for shorter DNA

fragments and to use this enriched DNA in later diagnostic

processes with or without other additional methods or other

enrichment processing [11–16]. Almost all of these studies

applied multi-step complicated procedures for this purpose,

which increases the cost of test. Also, the optimal purification

during fetal DNA enrichment, which is a determining factor

in subsequent precise amplification steps, may compromise

during these multi-step procedures [17]. As a simple alterna-

tive, we defined a cost effective and easy to perform protocol

with lower amount of plasma sample needed for detection of

the paternally inherited mutated alleles. In autosomal reces-

sive disorders, cff-DNA can be used to determine the carrier

status of the fetus through detection of the paternally inherited

mutated alleles, in cases where the maternal and paternal

mutations are different. This information could be used to

reduce the number of invasive procedures required, by

determining that the fetus has not inherited the paternal

mutated allele and therefore cannot be affected. In this study,

a simple and easy protocol was developed for detection of

b-thalassemia paternal mutation of fetus in couples with

different mutations using enriched size separated DNA, our

manual gel extraction and optimized allele-specific real-time

PCR. Accuracy assessment of this method was investigated

with current PND test using CVS hold as gold standard. Four

prevalent b-thalassemia mutations in cff-DNA were diag-

nosed successfully.

Methods

Sample collection and plasma preparation

The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of Isfahan

University of Medical Sciences (Code: 392226), which is

compatible with World Medical Association (Declaration of

Helsinki) code. Ten pregnant thalassemia trait couples with

different husband and wife mutations were included in this

study. Paternal mutations were IVSI-1(G!A), IVSI-

5(G!C), FR8/9(+G), and CD44(�C) (Table 1). The sam-

ples were collected from each person after obtaining informed

written consent based on the Ethical Committee of Isfahan

University of Medical Sciences instructions between March

2013 and March 2014. From each pregnant woman at 12

weeks of gestation and immediately before CVS, 10 ml

peripheral blood was collected in EDTA contained tube. In

order to separate plasma from the collected maternal whole

blood, the sample was first subjected to centrifugation at

1600g for 10 min. Recovered plasma was then recentrifugated

for an additional 10 min at 16 000g to remove residual

remaining intact cells. Supernatant (containing free DNA)

was carefully transferred into a sterile tube and stored at

�80 �C until DNA extraction. All samples were assigned a

laboratory code and examined blindly. CVS performed in an

authorized fertility and infertility center. Paternal peripheral

blood genomic DNA was extracted and used for their

mutation confirmation and control sample for allele-specific

real-time PCR. Invasive test and noninvasive designed

protocol were performed and read by two experts blindly.

All cases entered into this study were undergone a confirma-

tory phase for validation of their reported mutations. For this

purpose, amplification refractory mutation system (ARMS)

and sequencing methods were used.

DNA extraction

To extract DNA, 300 ml of plasma from each pregnant woman

and 200 ml of whole blood of each couple were processed

using the GenetBio (Korea) genomic DNA isolation kit

according to the manufacturer’s instructions with minor

modifications to accommodate 300 ml of plasma sample.

Elution of DNA was made using 100ml of elution buffer and

the extracted DNA samples were stored at�80 �C prior to

analysis. Purity and concentration of the extracted DNA were

evaluated by the spectrophotometer after extraction.

Enrichment methods

DNA size separation

To enrich the cff-DNA and elimination of maternal DNA

background as much as possible, the entire DNA sample

(100 ml) extracted from maternal plasma was loaded on a 1%

agarose gel alongside a 100 bp molecular weight marker and

run at 80 V for about 2 h [15]. Using a sterile scalpel, the gel

slice corresponding to 300 bp or less was excised and its DNA

content was extracted using either the GenetBio (Korea) gel

extraction kit or our in house manual extraction method. In

order to avoid cross contamination of the samples, strict anti-

contamination procedures, like DNA decontamination and

UV light treatment of all used devices were performed

throughout the procedure. Other precautions like use of sterile

disposable scalpels, running only single sample per gel,

replacing electrophoresis buffer for each sample was strictly

practiced. The setting up of the entire PCR reaction was

Table 1. Comparison between the analysis of circulating fetal DNA and invasive procedure (CVS).

Results

Case Mother genotype Gestational age Father genotype Cff-DNA CVS Sex

1 C82-83/N 12 week, 4 days C44/N C44 allele C44/N Female
2 Fr8-9/N 12w, 5D C44/N C44 allele C44/N Male
3 C15/N 12W C44/N C44 allele C44/C15 Abortion
4 -88/N 12W, 1D C44/N No C44 allele N/N Male
5 C82-83/N 12W, 2D IVSI-1/N IVSI-1 allele IVSI-1/N Female
6 C82-83/N 12W, 4D IVSI-1/N No IVSI-1 allele N/N Female
7 IVSII-1/N 12W, 5D FR8-9/N No FR8-9 allele N/N Male
8 25DEL/N 12W FR8-9/N No FR8-9 allele N/25DEL Female
9 -101/N 12W IVSI-5/N IVS1-5 allele IVSI-5/-101 Male

10 IVSI-6/N 12W IVSI-5/N No IVS1-5 allele N/IVSI-6 Female

2 M. Ramezanzadeh et al. J Matern Fetal Neonatal Med, Early Online: 1–5
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carried out in a separate dedicated area. Extreme care was

taken, while loading the samples and carry over contamin-

ations were prevented by covering that plates. Positive and

negative controls were included at all stages of the experi-

ments, where it was necessary.

In house manual gel extraction

This extraction performed under two conditions of with or

without whole genome amplification (WGA). For manual

extraction, the gel slice was put in 1.5 ml clean tube

containing 400 ml sterile double distilled water and incubated

overnight at room temperature. After incubation period, the

tube was spin down briefly and 3 ml of the supernatant

containing DNA molecules disseminated from the gel slice

were used for allele-specific real-time PCR reaction. In order

to compare the efficiency of manually gel extracted DNA, this

step performed under the same condition that applied to the

extracted plasma DNA by the commercial kit.

Whole genome amplification

Below 300 bp size separated cff-DNA was propagated using

GenomePlex WGA (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions with minor modifications [15].

PCR analysis

In order to evaluate performance of the designed primers used

in this study, serial dilutions of genomic wild type and mutant

homozygous DNA for paternal mutation were used. Also,

other potential effectors of PCR efficiency were examined for

obtaining optimized condition.

Detection of total cf-DNA in maternal plasma

To evaluate efficiency of our DNA extraction protocol and

maternal plasma preparation, a conventional PCR assay using

b-globin locus was used. This step performed using primers

P1 and P2 (Table 2). The product of this step was a 298 bp

fragment. The specificity of product was confirmed by gel

electrophoresis. The PCR reaction mixture (25 ml) contained

5 ml plasma DNA, 10 pm of each primer (P1 and P2), 0.2 Mm

dNTPs, 0.8 Mm MgCl2, and 1.5 unit Taq DNA polymerase

(CINAGEN, Iran). After initial denaturation at 94 �C for

5 min, the PCR (94 �C for 30 s, 55 �C for 30 s, 72 �C for 30 s)

was carried out for 38 cycles.

Detection of cff-DNA in maternal plasma samples

Presence of fetal DNA in the maternal plasma extracts was

confirmed by DYS14 sequence amplification [18]. For this

purpose, 3 ml of DNA before and after size separation was

used in real time PCR in the presence of appropriate

controls and based on the obtained cycle threshold (CT)

values, samples were categorized as male or female.

Amplification of Y chromosome specific locus in the

maternal plasma DNA accounted as confirmation of the

presence of cff-DNA.

Detection of paternal mutation of fetus

A total of 3 ml of the enriched DNA products of each gel

extraction method was subjected to allele-specific real-time

PCR for identification of the four paternal mutations. This

value for WGA product was 0.5–3 ml depend on product

concentration. This step was carried out with 5 pm of each

primer (Table 2) in a total volume of 10 ml using a Quantifast

SYBR Green PCR Kit (QIAGEN, Germany) using

StepOnePlus (Applied Biosystem, Waltham, MA) instrument

with the following program: initial denaturation at 95 �C for

5 min followed by 40 cycles of 95 �C, 15 s, and 60 �C 30 s. After

PCR amplification, a melting curve was generated from 60 to

95 �C to verify the specificity of the PCR products. All samples

were tested in duplicate, each mutation assay contained

genomic wild-type and heterozygous controls. Analysis was

performed using StepOne software v2.2 (Applied Biosystem,

Waltham, MA) provided by manufacturer based on mean

values of obtained DCT for each primer set (mutant minus

normal) on each sample. A range of DCT [CT(M�N)] was

defined as a cut-off for detection of presence or absence of

paternal mutation in the maternal plasma using the optimized

allele-specific real-time PCR based protocol [14]. For repro-

ducibility assessment of designed protocol each of samples was

examined using each of primer pairs for four distinct paternal

mutations in separate reaction in blind manner repeatedly.

Table 2. Oligonucleotide sequences used in study.

Target Primer sequence Amplicon size (bp) Annealing T (�Q)

IVSI-1
mutation

F
M
N

50CATAAAAGTCAGGGCAGAGCC30

50TTA AACCTGTCTTGTAACCTTGATACCGAT30

50TTA AACCTGTCTTGTAACCTTGATACCGAC30
194 60

IVSI-5
mutation

F
M
N

50CTAGCAACCTCAAACAGACACCT30

50CTCCTTAAACCTGTCTTGTAACCTTGTTAG30

50CTCCTTAAACCTGTCTTGTAACCTTGTTAC30

139 60

Fr 8/9
mutation

F
M
N

50CATAAAAGTCAGGGCAGAGCC30

50CCTTGCCCCACAGGGCAGTAACGGCACACC30

50CCTTGCCCCACAGGGCAGTAACGGCACACT30

126 60

C44
mutation

F
M
N

50GCACTGACTCTCTCTGCCTATT30

50CAGCATCAGGAGTGGACAGATCCCCAATGA30

50AGCATCAGGAGTGGACAGATCCCCAATGG30

114 60

HBB
locus

F (P1)
R (P2)

50CATAAAAGTCAGGGCAGAGCC30

50AGCAGCCTAAGGGTGGGAAA30
298 55

DYS14 F
R

50AGAGCGTCCCTGGCTTCTG30

50GAGAGCACCTCTCCACTAGAAAGG30
77 60

DOI: 10.3109/14767058.2015.1095883 Accuracy assessment of paternally fetal mutation 3
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Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was used for accuracy assessment of

defined protocol and sensitivity, specificity, positive predict-

ive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), diagnostic

accuracy and Youden’s index were determined. Traditional

PND test using CVS holds as gold standard [19]. DCT cut-off

was determined based on the threshold.

Results

The laboratory procedures of study were performed from May

2013 to February 2015. The population of the study was

consisted of 10 pregnant thalassemia trait women with age

range of 20–40 years old. The aim of this study was to

develop a noninvasive simple allele-specific real-time PCR

based protocol for detecting paternal alleles using cff-DNA.

Each extracted DNA from maternal plasma samples con-

firmed by conventional PCR using primer set P1–P2.

Confirmation of cff-DNA in maternal samples performed

using sex determination as was explained above. Determined

fetal sex using cf-DNA in maternal plasma was confirmed by

ultrasound and phenotype after birth in all cases except one

(Table 1). When extracted DNA from the pregnant maternal

plasma directly subjected to allele-specific real-time PCR, it

was failed to discriminate between wild-type and mutant

alleles. Size separated DNA fragments on agarose gel and

selected below 300 bp fragments extracted by commercial kit

were then subjected to allele-specific real-time PCR. Except

for case 5, paternal IVSI-1 mutated allele, all other samples

were genotyped correctly. WGA product, after size separation

and selection of below 300 bp fragments, and DNA gel

extraction by commercial kit were then evaluated using allele-

specific real-time PCR. It was failed to discriminate between

wild-type and mutant allele and did not produced satisfactory

results. However, when WGA product was optimized empir-

ically using size separation on gel electrophoresis and gel

extraction by in house manual procedure considerable

improvement was achieved. The results of allele-specific

real-time PCR using WGA product with size separation and

DNA gel extraction by in house manual method were

compared to those obtained from a simpler procedure in

which below 300 bp size separated DNA gel slices were

extracted by in house manual method, without WGA. Results

of these two procedures were in concordance with current

invasive method using CVS (Table 1).Various protocols

applied on cff-DNA as summarized in Table 3. Samples

with mutated allele had DCT 0.6 or less and normal samples

had DCT 2 or more therefore a threshold of DCT 0.6–2

was defined as a cut-off for detection of presence or absence

of paternal mutation using this optimized allele-specific

real-time PCR based protocol. In reproducibility assessment,

the determined DCT cut-off was confirmed successfully. Data

regarding sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, diagnostic

accuracy, all excellent at 100% and Youden’s index were

equal to 1. Because both probabilities were equal, likelihood

ratio (LR) was of no value (LR�¼0, LR+¼+1). Diagnostic

odds ratio (DOR) was undefined due to false positive and

false negative were equal to 0 (DOR¼+1).

Discussion

Since the first report of cff-DNA, much hope created upon its

utilization for noninvasive PND. But there are two main

limitations in using cff-DNA for diagnostic purposes as

mentioned previously [10]. To resolve these limitations,

number of techniques evolved by various researchers but still

there is no any defined consensus procedure with reliable

outcome. To overcome the cff-DNA scarcity, much effort

employed to define an efficient enrichment protocol. The

result of some methods was not reproducible [12], other

enrichment methods not suitable for cff-DNA due to its

degraded nature and low concentration [13,20–22], some

successful methods are too expensive and complex. The

complexity of these methods might preclude their application

in routine practical settings [23,24]. Making use of differen-

tially methylated regions in maternal and fetal free DNA

proved effective but may not coincide with loci harboring

disease-causing mutation sequences. Moreover, use of

bisulfite treatment, in most instances, is an essential compo-

nent of methylation evaluation which induces high fragmen-

tation and DNA degradation [25–28]. Although there are

reports in favor of nested allele specific real-time PCR [11],

we did not get much improvement with nested compared to

the direct PCR (data not shown). We assumed that both

templates, maternal and fetal, are acting as templates for the

outer primers in nested PCR so maternal background DNA

still mask the very low quantity fetal DNA.

The aim of this study was to develop a protocol using cff-

DNA with desirable sensitivity but not too complicated to

abandon its widespread use. To achieve this goal, extracted

maternal plasma free DNA was subjected to agarose gel size

separation and DNA gel extraction by an in house manual

method. Using this enriched and purified DNA for paternal

mutation detection by allele specific real-time PCR, all

samples were diagnosed correctly. Since direct application of

the extracted maternal plasma free DNA without any enrich-

ment remained unsuccessful in detection of paternally

inherited mutation, it shows the importance of fetal DNA

enrichment in relation to maternal background. Although

according to some reports, size selection in conjunction with

additional processes like WGA could be an effective method,

but according to our experimental data size separation and

WGA did not produced satisfactory results unless was

modified empirically using size separation on gel electro-

phoresis and gel extraction by our in house developed manual

method [15]. The obvious drawback of agarose gel electro-

phoresis size fractionation is the serious risk of contamination

[23]. However, observing strict anti-contamination measures

would help to solve this problem. Since our manual gel

Table 3. Comparison among five protocols in overall correct diagnosed
cases (%).

Size separated DNA by
gel electrophoresis

DNA gel With WGA 0
extraction with Without WGA 90
GenetBio
genomic DNA
isolation kit
In house manual With WGA 100
gel extraction Without WGA 100

Total cff-DNA without size separation 0.

4 M. Ramezanzadeh et al. J Matern Fetal Neonatal Med, Early Online: 1–5
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extraction method requires minimal manipulations thus,

minimizes the risk of contamination. Another advantage of

our work is detection of paternally inherited mutation in free

DNA extracted from the plasma sample of as early as 12 week

pregnancy. In this study, a novel DNA gel extraction was

examined, which is not included in the previous comparative

studies [29,30]. Based on these results it is concluded that,

although the protocol we used is very simple, less expensive

and easy to perform but with high accuracy in detection of

paternal mutations in free fetal DNA extracted from maternal

plasma.
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